
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

She presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Caroline Casey is the businesswoman and ac vist behind The Valuable 500, the
world's largest CEO collec ve and business move for disability inclusion. Casey
launched the movement at the World Economic Forum's Davos Summit in 2019
and since then has signed up 500 mul na onal organisa ons with a combined
revenue of over $8 trillion, employing 20 million people worldwide to radically
transform the business system. The membership includes 36 of the FTSE 100
companies, 46 of the Fortune 500 and 28 of the Nikkei. Caroline is the President
of the IAPB and also sits on several diversity and inclusion boards to include
L'Oréal, Sanofi and Sky. Caroline has received an honorary doctorate as well as
mul ple awards and accolades for her work as a disability ac vist.

WHAT SHE OFFERS YOU:

Caroline Casey works relentlessly to bring out a global shi  in business inclusion
and ensure that everyone can live their life without limit or labels.

HOW SHE PRESENTS:

Caroline speaks engagingly and inspiringly about her personal journey, why and
how her parents chose not to tell her she was different, and what everyone can
learn from her experiences.

Caroline Casey is an award-winning social entrepreneur, Ashoka Fellow, Young Global Leader of the World Economic Forum. and
founder of #valuable, a catalyst for an inclusion revolu on that exists to posi on disability equally on the global business
leadership agenda.

Caroline Casey
Inclusivity Ac vist

"It's me for business to fix the disability inequality crisis"

Disability
Diversity & Inclusion: The One-
Dimensional Approach is Gone
Leadership: The Relationship between
Authentic Leadership and Self-
Acceptance
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